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Neural Networks = Nonlinear Function Approximation

• Polynomial: 𝑒𝑥 = 𝑎1 + 𝑎2𝑥 + 𝑎3𝑥
2 +⋯

• Nonlinear: 𝑒𝑥 = 1 +
𝑎1 tanh 𝑎2𝑥

𝑎3𝑥−tanh 𝑎4𝑥

• Neural Network: 𝑒𝑥 ≈ 𝑊3𝜎 𝑊2𝜎 𝑊1𝑥 + 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏3. Train the weights (𝑊, 𝑏)

Others: Fourier/Chebyshev Series, Tensor product spaces, sparse grids, RBFs, etc.

So why neural networks?

- Neural Networks are universal approximators which work well in high dimensions

- Neural Networks Overcome “the curse of dimensionality”



Physics-Informed Neural Networks (PINNs)

PINNs add physical information to 
neural networks by defining 
differential equations in the loss 
function:

• Data-efficiency via prior 
scientific knowledge

• All it needs is a deep learning 
framework!

Meng, Xuhui, et al. “PPINN: Parareal physics-informed 

neural network for time-dependent pdes." arXiv preprint 

arXiv:1909.10145 (2019).



Can we dig deeper into scientific 
simulators and utilize more of the 
structural knowledge?



From PINNs to Augmented Models
PINNs: Neural Networks Around Models

Pros:

• Scientific knowledge is structural: reduces the number of 
parameters and forces stabilizing effects to always hold.

• All numerical analysis and scientific simulation knowledge 
transfers over

• Forward solver methods can be mixed with physics-informed 
ideas!

Cons:

• Backpropagation of arbitrary scientific simulators is 
required

Generalization: Neural Networks in Models

Replace 
Unknown 
Portion

Train the full model
In a neural network

Pros:

• Loss function only has neural networks: backpropagation works 
out of the box!

• Can be used to build surrogates to accelerate inverse problems

Cons:

• No interpretability of trained network

• Cannot use optimized scientific simulation (differential 
equation solver) software

• Maybe unstable since manifold constraints are only true 
when loss is satisfied!

Example of scientific modelling. A schematic of 

chemical and transport processes related to 
atmospheric composition. Public Domain



Goals
1. Show that it can be done.

2. Show why you’d do it. Specifically:
1. Automatic discovery of equations

2. Accelerating scientific models

3. Deriving neural transformations to solve difficult (previously unsolvable) equations



Why Julia?   It’s expressive.

• Gillespie simulations are used in the field of drug discovery, modeling 
susceptibility, infection and recovery

• Julia package (Gillespie.jl) allows you to easily and directly simulate 
your model and rapidly iterate through experiments

Textbook 
algorithm

Implementation in 
Julia

Simulation 
Results

Frost, Simon D.W. (2016) Gillespie.jl: Stochastic Simulation Algorithm 
in Julia. Journal of Open Source Software 1(3) doi:0.21105/joss.00042



Why Julia?   It’s fast.

Implementation

Time per simulation 

(ms)

R (GillespieSSA) 894.25

R 1087.94

Rcpp 1.31

Julia (Gillespie.jl) 3.99

Julia (Gillespie.jl, optimized) 1.78

Julia 1.20

• Straightforward use of Julia’s package is 225 times faster than R

• Applying a simple optimization makes it 500 times faster than R

• Historically getting speed like this required a second language (like C++)

Frost, Simon D.W. (2016) Gillespie.jl: Stochastic Simulation Algorithm 
in Julia. Journal of Open Source Software 1(3) doi:0.21105/joss.00042



Result: Julia packages tend to be “pure Julia”



Realization:

If all/most Julia packages are pure Julia code, and you target automatic 
differentiation against the Julia AST, then arbitrary Julia packages will 

automatically be compatible with your “machine learning framework”



Source Code Transform Mixed Mode AD

Differentiates Julia’s AST to build a 
new source code for the derivative 
via forward or reverse mode

• Works on general Julia code 
packages: no opt-in required

• Supports Julia’s type system: 
user define types, modules, 
multiple dispatching functions, 
etc.

Source-code transformation is able to be done by hooking
Into Julia’s compiler at the point during JIT compilation

The backpass can be compiled and optimized like normal 
Julia code and works for all possible input values



Differentiable Programming Becomes an 
Ecosystem
• ForwardDiff.jl: Forward-mode AD with automatic SIMD on small-scale 

operations

• ReverseDiff.jl: Reverse-mode AD with tape compilation

• YOTA.jl: Highly optimized but constrained semi-static graph

• NiLang.jl: Reversible AD for Low-Memory Reverse-Mode AD

• ChainRules.jl: Cross-AD forward and adjoint definitions

• Tracker.jl: Robust Tape-Based Reverse-mode

• Combinations: Zygote over ReverseDiff over ForwardDiff



Julia’s ML stack is pluggable  and extensible

Packages utilize multiple dispatch to allow GPU 
support to come from different packages: 
CUDAnative.jl, AMDGPUnative.jl, ArrayFire.jl

Compatible machine learning code is simply Julia code
Code written in Julia does not have to target Flux in order 
to be compatible
Existing non-machine learning packages can be used as 
layers in a machine learning framework

Flux defines standard ML architectures (convolutional neural 
networks, recurrent neural networks, LSTMs, etc.) to combine 
with your existing Julia code

Result: stop migrating frameworks! As new features and 
packages come out for the Julia language, your code becomes 
compatible with it!



New let’s use this differentiable 
programming ecosystem to 
enhance scientific models



Start With DifferentialEquations.jl
• MPI+GPU Compatibility

• Implicit, IMEX, multirate, symplectic, exponential integrators, etc.

• Adaptive high order methods for stochastic differential equations

• Stiff state-dependent delay differential equation discontinuity tracking

• Mix in Gillespie simulation (Continuous-Time Markov Chains)

• Automatic sparsity detection and optimization

• Arbitrary code injection through callbacks (Δt CFL handling, manifold 
projections, etc.)

And it’s routinely benchmarks as one of the fastest libraries in most 
categories
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Neural Control of Implicitly-Defined Physical 
Systems

https://fluxml.ai/2019/03/05/dp-vs-rl.html

Physical simulation: ODE u’=f(u) defined with DifferentialEquations.jl
Event handling on a continuous interpolation for a condition for y=0 via False Position of Roots.jl

Cost function:           Distance between end of numerical simulation and target
Backpropagation:     Backpropagate the root finding algorithm at every step of an ODE solve

(Standard adjoint methods do not apply!)

Objective: derive a neural network that can guess the correct control parameters 
given physical measurements of the environment

https://fluxml.ai/2019/03/05/dp-vs-rl.html


Now replace parts of an ODE with 
neural networks
u’=NN(u) is a neural ordinary differential equation

u’=f(u,t,NN(u)) is a universal ordinary differential equation



DiffEqFlux.jl

SciML in Julia

The first Universal Differential 
Equation solver. Supports:

- Universal ODEs

- Universal SDEs (SDDEs)

- Universal DAEs

- Universal DDEs

- Stiff Equations

- Hybrid Equations

- Adjoints via reverse-mode AD and 
adjoint sensitivity analysis

https://github.com/JuliaDiffEq/DiffEqFlux.jl

https://github.com/JuliaDiffEq/DiffEqFlux.jl


Let’s explore a neural network 
augmented scientific workflow 
on COVID-19 outbreak models



Take data from a fitted augmented SEIR model

Can we recover the model 
from only a short timeseries 
of data?

A conceptual model for the coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) outbreak in Wuhan, China with individual 
reaction and governmental action
Lin, Qianying et al.

International Journal of Infectious Diseases, Volume 93, 

211 - 216



Neural ODE

u’=NN(u)

Can fit, but not enough 
information to accurately 
extrapolate



Universal ODE
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SInDy – Sparse Identification of Dynamical 
Systems

• Operation[cos(u₁) * -0.0013108600297508188 + cos(u₂) * 0.001048733466930909 + sin(u₃) * 
0.002524237642240494 + 4.582000697122147 + u₃ * 48.22745315102507 + u₃ ^ 2 * -
0.5293305992835255 + u₂ * 39.085961651678964 + u₂ * u₃ * -0.6742175940650399 + u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
0.0018086945606415868 + u₂ ^ 2 * -0.7760315827702667 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * -0.00827007707292397 + u₂ 
^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -4.8420203054602525e-5 + u₁ * 0.6927075862062384 + u₁ * u₃ * 2.5477896384187675 + 
u₁ * u₃ ^ 2 * -0.007633697801342265 + u₁ * u₂ * -0.8050223920175605 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ * -
0.005893734488035572 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -4.205818407350913e-5 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.05154776022562611 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.00011401535262358879 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -
1.8409670007515867e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * -1.480917344589218 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.022834435321810845 + u₁ ^ 
2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -7.10505011605666e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * -0.0811262292209696 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ * 
1.2503710381374686e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -1.5835869421530206e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.0003756078420420898 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 2.0403671083190194e-6 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * -
4.0790059067580516e-10, cos(u₁) * 0.0018236630124880049 + sin(u₃) * -0.002857556410244201 + 
0.738713743952307 + u₃ * -45.316633125282735 + u₃ ^ 2 * 0.4976552341495027 + u₂ * -
36.669905096040644 + u₂ * u₃ * 0.63405194300575 + u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * -0.001699189499009162 + u₂ ^ 2 * 
0.7292234161358288 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * 0.007782847250932861 + u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 
4.5537832343115385e-5 + u₁ * -0.662837140886116 + u₁ * u₃ * -2.3955577736237044 + u₁ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
0.007174813124917316 + u₁ * u₂ * 

• 0.7564652530371222 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ * 0.005539740817006857 + u₁ * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
3.952859749575076e-5 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * -0.04846972496409705 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ * -
0.00010714683124587004 + u₁ * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 1.7315253185547634e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * 
1.3922758705496125 + 

• u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ * -0.021478161074782457 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 6.675620535553527e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * 
0.07628907557295377 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ * -1.174623626431566e-5 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * u₃ ^ 2 * 
1.4858536352836396e-7 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * -0.0003531614272747699 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ 

• ^ 2 * u₃ * -1.9178976768869506e-6 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ ^ 2 * u₃ ^ 2 * 3.8405659245262027e-10, -
0.04932474700217403 + u₂ * 0.17406814677977456 + u₁ ^ 2 * u₂ * -1.4594144102122378e-6]

Brunton, Steven L., Joshua L. Proctor, and J. Nathan 

Kutz. "Discovering governing equations from data by 

sparse identification of nonlinear dynamical 

systems." Proceedings of the national academy of 

sciences 113.15 (2016): 3932-3937.



Universal ODE -> SInDy
Sparse Identification on only the beta(t) term

Operation[(S/N)* 0.3065 + I* 0.0012]
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ML-Augmented Scientific Modeling

- Identify known parts of a model, build a UODE

- Train a neural network (or other approximator) to capture the missing 
mechanisms

- Sparse identify the missing terms to mechanistic terms
- Verify the mechanisms are scientifically plausible

- Extrapolate, do asymptotic analysis, predict bifurcations

- Get more data to verify the new terms



Universal ODEs learn and extrapolate
complex dynamical behavior from small data!

Truth

Partially-known neural embedded equations

Automatically recover the long term behavior
from less than half of a period in a cyclic 
time series!

Turn neural networks back into equations with SInDy



DiffEqFlux.jl has the bells and whistles to 
solve “real” problems

Neural ODE with batching on the GPU (without internal data transfers) with high order adaptive 
implicit ODE solvers for stiff equations using matrix-free Newton-Krylov via preconditioned GMRES 
and trained using checkpointed adjoint equations.
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Automatic sparsity detection, preconditioned Jacobian-
Free Newton-Krylov, matrix coloring, symbolic Jacobian 

calculations of numerical code, and mass matrices are all 
featured in the new DiffEq stiff ODE tutorial for #julialang. 

DiffEq for advanced users.

http://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/tutorials/advanced_ode_example.html

28

https://twitter.com/hashtag/julialang?src=hashtag_click


Discretized PDE Operators are Convolutions

Is equivalent to the stencil



Automatically Learning PDEs from Data: 
Universal PDEs for Fisher-KPP

Truth: Fisher-KPP Equations

Truth: Universal Differential Equation

Automatically recover that the dynamical system
has a diffusion operator and a quadratic reaction
term!



Embedding Neural Networks 
into Scientific Simulation Can 
Also Be Used To Accelerate!



Universal PDEs for Acceleration: Automated 
Climate Parameterizations

• Boussinesq Equations (Navier-Stokes) are used in climate 
models

• People attempt to solve this by “parameterizing”, i.e. 
getting a 1-dimensional approximation through 
averaging:

where 𝑤′𝑐′ is unknown.

• Instead of picking a form for 𝑤′𝑐′(the current method), 
replace it with a neural network and learn it from small 
scale simulations! Discretize. Result: Neural ODE.

32



Solving 1000 dimensional PDEs: Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman, Nonlinear Black-Scholes

• Semilinear Parabolic Form (Diffusion-
Advection Equations, Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman, Black-Scholes)

• Make (𝜎𝑇∇u) 𝑡, 𝑋 a neural network.

• Solve the resulting SDEs and learn 𝜎𝑇∇u via:

Simplified:

• Transform it into a Backwards SDE: a 
stochastic boundary value problem. The 
unknown is a function!

• Learn the unknown function via neural 
network.

• Once learned, the PDE solution is known.

Solving high-dimensional partial differential equations 
using deep learning, 2018, PNAS, Han, Jentzen, E

33



But this method can be represented as a 
Universal SDE

• That method is the fixed time-step Euler-Maruyama method on

• Solves a 100 dimensional PDE in minutes on a laptop!

• As a universal SDE, we can solve this with higher order (less neural network 
evaluations), adaptivity, etc. methods using DiffEqFlux.jl. Thus we automatically extend 
the deep BSDE method to better discretizations by using this interpretation! 

34



Other possible transformations?

• Green’s Functions

• Nonlinear Finite Elements

• …



SciML-Compatible Full 
Ecosystems

http://www.juliarobotics.org/

https://clima.caltech.edu/ Robotics Simulation

Pharmaceutical Modeling
https://pumas.ai/

https://github.com/QuantumBFS/Yao.jl
Quantum Circuits

Differential Equation Modeling
https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/

https://qojulia.org/

http://www.juliarobotics.org/
https://clima.caltech.edu/
https://pumas.ai/
https://github.com/QuantumBFS/Yao.jl
https://docs.juliadiffeq.org/latest/
https://qojulia.org/


Next Step: Pumas 
First Pharmacometric Software to Incorporate SciML

Being adopted in “Big Pharma” and Bedside DSS

www.pumas.ai 37

https://pumas.ai/


Conclusion: there is a large world of 
opportunities to explore using 
program transformation tricks to 
incorporate ML directly with 
scientific simulation tools
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Composing with machine 
learning is just the latest part 

of the story.
this track applies to many other mathematical algorithms



Basic Metaprogram

• 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑇 is a generic algorithm 
that performs the mathematical 
operation 2𝑥 + 𝑦2 using the 
floating point number type 𝑇.

• 𝑓 𝑇 = 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑇 = ҧ𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) is a 
metaprogram that produces 
algorithms for computing 2𝑥 + 𝑦2

using the floating point number 
type 𝑇.

; Function Attrs: uwtable
define double @julia_f_39858(double, double) #0 {
top:
; Function *; {
; Location: promotion.jl:314
; Function *; {
; Location: float.jl:399

%2 = fmul double %0, 2.000000e+00
;}}
; Function literal_pow; {
; Location: intfuncs.jl:243
; Function *; {
; Location: float.jl:399

%3 = fmul double %1, %1
;}}
; Function +; {
; Location: float.jl:395

%4 = fadd double %2, %3
;}

ret double %4
}

; Function Attrs: uwtable
define float @julia_f_39856(float, float) #0 {
top:
; Function *; {
; Location: promotion.jl:314
; Function *; {
; Location: float.jl:398

%2 = fmul float %0, 2.000000e+00
;}}
; Function literal_pow; {
; Location: intfuncs.jl:243
; Function *; {
; Location: float.jl:398

%3 = fmul float %1, %1
;}}
; Function +; {
; Location: float.jl:394

%4 = fadd float %2, %3
;}

ret float %4
}



Automatic Differentiation in a nutshell

• Numerical differentiation is numerically bad because you’re dividing by a 
small number. Can this be avoided?

• Early idea: instead of using a real-valued difference, when 𝑓 is real-valued 
but complex analytic, use the following identity:

𝑓′ 𝑥 ≈ ℑ
𝑓 𝑥 + 𝑖ℎ

ℎ
.

• Claim: the numerical stability of this algorithm matches that of 𝑓
• Automatic differentiation then scales this idea to multiple dimensions
• One implementation: use Dual numbers x = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝜖 where 𝜖2 = 0 (smooth 

infinitesimal arithmetic). Define 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑎 + 𝑓′ 𝑎 𝑏𝜖 (chain rule).



Differentiable Programming

• Claim: if you recompiled your entire program to do Dual 
arithmetic, then the output of your program is a Dual number 
which computes both the original value and derivative 
simultaneously (to machine accuracy).

• Result: Recompiling DifferentialEquations.jl with new arithmetic 
can gives backpropagation algorithms!

• (This is forward-mode AD, though similar tricks can be done for 
reverse mode)



Uncertainty Quantification via Metaprograms

• We have a brand new method for uncertainty quantification in ODEs. 
It requires only one ODE solver call and is incredibly efficient. But, 
nobody ever wrote the code and nobody ever needs to because it 
created itself.



Linear Error Propagation Theory





Another Example: Free Efficient PDE Solvers!

• From Sobolev Function Space Theory, we know that we can represent 𝐿2 functions as vectors 
in the 𝐿2 function space

• Example: Fourier decomposition

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑐 +

𝑘

𝑎𝑘 sin 𝑘𝑥 + 𝑏𝑘 cos 𝑘𝑥

• 𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝐿2 is the infinite length vector [𝑐, 𝑎𝑘 , 𝑏𝑘]. It is essentially a number in 𝐿2 space.

• An arithmetic on these “numbers” makes sense: how do you add, multiply, divide, etc. 
functions by other functions? You can then define this in terms of the coefficients of the 
decomposition.

• Semigroup theory details how using these functions as numbers gives a mathematically rigorous way 
of defining PDEs and their solution

• Computationally, you can discretize a function into this space and re-write a PDE in terms of 
an ODE on these vector coefficients. This is known as a spectral or finite element method. 



DifferentialEquations.jl + ApproxFun.jl

• ApproxFun.jl defines the 𝐹𝑢𝑛 type which discretizes a function 
into a chosen decomposition space and treats it like a number

• It’s length adaptive: it automatically chooses the number of 
coefficients to use in order to specify the function to tolerance.

• DifferentialEquations.jl has ODE solvers which are generic to the 
Number and AbstractArray type which are used.

• What happens if you define your PDE using a 𝐹𝑢𝑛 as an initial 
condition, define the PDE by its arithmetic (i.e. write down the 
ODE on the function), and hit solve?

• You get some of the world’s first adaptive space + adaptive time 
spectral/pseudospectral ODE solvers. Super efficient. Nobody wrote 
the code. Works fine.


